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ABSTRACT 

 

Objective: To identify trajectories of peer relationships in very preterm and term-born 

individuals from 6 to 26 years of age and test early life predictors of these trajectories. 

Method: As part of the Bavarian Longitudinal Study, 218 very preterm/very low birthweight 

(VP/VLBW; <32 weeks gestation / <1,500 grams) and 220 healthy term-born (37-42 weeks 

gestation) individuals were followed prospectively from birth to adulthood. Parent and self-

reports at 6, 8, 13, and 26 years were combined into comprehensive developmentally-appropriate 

scores across three domains: peer acceptance, friendships, and peer problems. Latent profile 

analyses were used to identify trajectories across these three domains. Binary and multinomial 

logistic regressions were used to test the following potential predictors of trajectories: 

VP/VLBW status, sex, socio-economic status, neonatal medical risk, parent-infant relationship at 

5 months, child inhibitory control at 20 months, and child cognitive abilities at 20 months.  

Results: Three trajectories were identified for peer acceptance and friendships and two 

trajectories were identified for peer problems. Higher cognitive abilities predicted more optimal 

trajectories in peer acceptance (OR: 1.03 [95% CI= 1.01-1.05]), friendships (1.03 [1.00-1.05]), 

and peer problems (1.06 [1.04-1.09]). Additionally, good parent-infant relationships predicted 

lower peer problems trajectories (1.61 [1.03-2.50]).  

Conclusions:  Early cognitive deficits may underlie persistent peer relationship difficulties in 

VP/VLBW samples. Positive parent-infant relationships may help reduce preterm children’s risk 

for long-term peer problems. 

 

Key terms: prematurity, social relationships, cognitive abilities 
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Social relationships are central to human development across the lifespan. Peer 

acceptance and close dyadic friendships in childhood promote positive emotional and behavioral 

outcomes and protect against peer victimization (1). Early success in peer relationships predicts 

better social adjustment in adulthood and throughout later life (2). 

Distinct domains of social relationships may confer unique benefits during different 

developmental periods. For instance, peer acceptance (i.e., sociometric popularity), which refers 

to the degree to which individuals are liked by their peer group, is thought to be particularly 

important in middle childhood, as it affords opportunities for friendship formation and 

contributes to self-perceptions of interpersonal competence (3). Friendships, in contrast, are deep 

dyadic relationships characterized by their reciprocal nature, and provide companionship and 

emotional support, which are crucial for meeting adolescents’ increasing need for intimacy (4). 

Peer problems more broadly encompass conflict or negative social experiences, such as being 

disliked or teased. Successfully resolving conflicts with peers is important for building life-long 

social skills, but consistent failure in these attempts is associated with enduring problematic 

social interactions into adulthood. Because these overlapping but distinct social relationships 

domains constitute unique influences on development (3, 4), researchers have emphasized the 

need for assessment methods that take into account the nature, quantity, and quality of peer 

relationships to more accurately reflect the complexities of individuals’ social lives.  

Preterm birth and peer relationships 

Preterm birth may disrupt the typical development of social relationships. Signs of social 

interaction difficulties in very preterm and/or very low birthweight (VP/VLBW; < 32 weeks 

gestation/ < 1,500 grams) infants present as early as in the first year of life (5). In childhood, 

VP/VLBW individuals have fewer friends, lower rates of peer acceptance (6), and more 
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difficulties with social interactions (7) than term-born (here: 39-41 weeks gestation) 

comparisons. The early onset of difficulties may exacerbate social problems over time due to 

their direct impacts on future relationships as well as constrained opportunities to learn new 

adaptive social skills (7). Indeed, early social difficulties appear to be long-lasting, as VP/VLBW 

individuals continue to be at risk for social withdrawal and peer problems in young adulthood 

(8). 

However, the course of social difficulties in preterm samples from childhood to 

adulthood is unclear, especially regarding specific domains of peer relationships. For instance, 

although a recent meta-analysis found that adults born preterm were less likely to have ever 

experienced a romantic relationship, sexual intercourse, or parenthood than term comparisons 

(9), no difference was found for perceptions of peer social support between both groups. 

Importantly, in this meta-analysis, authors were unable to compare data on participants’ number 

of friends, which has been shown to be lower for preterm children and adults in most studies (6, 

10) compared to term comparisons. To make sense of these findings, the authors propose two 

explanations: It could be that despite fewer close relationships, when adults born preterm have 

friends, their relationship quality is not poorer than for term-born comparisons; or that the quality 

of social relationships in preterm individuals improves into adulthood (9). These complexities 

highlight the need to explore social outcomes of preterm birth longitudinally and differentiate 

between domains of peer relationships (e.g., friendships, peer acceptance), to better understand 

their potential differential impact on preterm individuals’ social adjustment.   

Hypothetical models of preterm children’s socio-emotional development have focused on 

biological vulnerabilities (e.g., brain damage leading to general cognitive deficits) and 

environmental influences (e.g., early parenting) as potential pathways to long-term social 
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difficulties (11). Indeed, preterm birth is a risk factor for cognitive impairments (12), and there is 

a co-occurrence of cognitive and socio-emotional difficulties, both in the general population and 

in preterm samples. However, whereas some studies showed that preterm children’s more 

frequent cognitive deficits (e.g., lower IQ) predicted lower social competence at 4-years of age 

(7) peer difficulties in middle childhood (5), others found that lower cognitive abilities were not 

associated with a withdrawn personality factor found in adults born preterm (8).  

Additionally, research has shown that parents of preterm infants have more psychological 

distress and symptoms of mental health problems, suggesting there could be vulnerability in their 

early parenting strategies even if symptoms decrease as the child overcomes medical risks (13). 

Indeed, better maternal mental health, lower intrusiveness, and lower distress predict preterm 

children’s better social skills and socio-emotional regulation (7, 14). However, since children’s 

own traits influence parenting behaviors and strategies (15, 16), their individual differences 

should be concurrently explored as potential predictors of social outcomes.  

In the general population, individual differences in inhibitory control – the ability to 

control behavioral impulses – have been shown to impact social outcomes. For instance, 

inhibitory control has been linked to empathic and prosocial behaviors during preschoolers’ peer 

interactions (17). Conversely, poor inhibitory control of behavior  appears to impair social 

interactions by failing to impede impulsive reactions, negative displays of emotions, and other 

antisocial behaviors (17), which contribute to peer rejection. Accordingly, in a recent study of 

children born across the entire gestational age (GA) range, toddlers’ poor inhibitory control 

predicted less success with peers at 8 years of age (18). Given that a substantial portion of 

VP/VLBW individuals display resilient neurodevelopmental profiles, as indicated by the absence 

of cognitive or psychiatric impairments despite substantial neonatal risk (12, 19), whether 
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childhood regulatory skills contribute to a more positive course of peer relationship outcomes in 

preterm samples should be explored.   

The current study 

The goals of the current study are to identify peer relationship trajectories in VP/VLBW 

and healthy term-born (37-42 weeks GA) individuals from childhood to adulthood across three 

domains (i.e., friends, peer acceptance, peer problems), and to identify early predictors of these 

trajectories, including potential biological (e.g., cognitive vulnerability), environmental (e.g., 

parenting), and individual (e.g., inhibitory control) factors. We hypothesized that VP/VLBW 

birth will predict suboptimal peer relationship trajectories across all domains, whereas higher 

cognitive abilities, higher inhibitory control and good parenting will predict more optimal 

trajectories. 

 

METHOD 

Design and Participants  

The Bavarian Longitudinal Study is a prospective, whole-population, geographically-

defined study that followed VP/VLBW children born in Southern Bavaria (Germany) in 1985-

1986 who required admission to one of 16 children’s hospitals within the first 10 days after birth. 

During the same period, healthy term-born comparisons (37-42 GA) were recruited in obstetric 

units in the same area. Full details of this sample are provided elsewhere (20, 21). Ethical 

approval was obtained from the University of Munich Children’s Hospital  and ethical approval 

for the adult follow-up was granted by the Ethical Board of the University Hospital Bonn. Of 

682 VP/VLBW individuals assessed in the larger study, 411 VP/VLBW were presumed alive, 

living in Germany, and eligible for the 26-year follow-up. Of these, 260 (63.3%) participated in 
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the adult assessment (Figure 1) and 218 had sufficient peer relationships data (i.e., complete data 

on at least three of the assessment timepoints at 6, 8, 13, and 26 years of age) to be included in 

the current study. The VP/VLBW participants did not differ from VP/VLBW adults who 

dropped out in terms of gestational age, birthweight, duration of hospitalization, gender, maternal 

age, parental marital status, and childhood cognitive scores, but had fewer prenatal complications 

and were of higher socioeconomic status (21). Of 916 healthy term-born comparison infants at 

birth, 350 were selected and stratified to match the VP/VLBW participants at the 6 years follow-

up assessment. Of these, 308 individuals were eligible for inclusion and 229 (74.4%) participated 

at 26 years (21). Two-hundred and twenty of these had sufficient peer relationships data and 

were thus included in the current study.  

- Figure 1 about here -  

Measures  

Predictors 

 Biological, medical, and socio-demographic variables at birth. Gestational age in 

weeks, birth weight and child sex were obtained from obstetric records. Infant neonatal medical 

risk was measured with a comprehensive index score comprised of 21 items representing 

medical complications (e.g. ventilation or intubation, severe anemia, cerebral hemorrhage) with 

higher scores indicating more problematic neonatal course. Details of this score are in Table S2 

of the Supplemental Digital Content. Family socio-economic status (SES) at birth was based on 

maternal and paternal highest education and occupational status and coded from 1 (lowest) to 6 

(highest social class).  

 Parenting. Early parenting was assessed with the Parent-Infant Relationship Index 

(PIRI) from birth to five months (22). The instrument consists of eight ‘yes’ or ‘no’ items 
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obtained by trained nurses’ observations and a standardized interview with the children’s 

parents, assessing attachment-related parental concerns, feelings, and behaviors with items such 

as, mother shows little pleasure when interacting with the child (nurse’s observation, neonatal), 

and mother has difficulties in establishing a relationship to the infant (mother interview, at 5 

months of age). The sum of responses was recoded into a binary variable (0 = some concern, i.e., 

poor parent-infant relationship; 1 = no concern, i.e., good parent-infant relationship). Details of 

this assessment are described in Table S3 of the Supplemental Digital Content. 

 Inhibitory control at 20 months. Children’s inhibitory control abilities were measured 

with a standardized behavioral observation task adapted from the snack delay task (23) when the 

children were 20 months of age (corrected for prematurity). Children were presented with a 

raisin that was placed under an opaque plastic cup within reach. After three training runs, the 

time that children waited before touching the raisin was measured with a stopwatch from 0 to 60 

seconds. Since scores of reaction times were not normally distributed, they were recoded into a 

binary score: 0 = did not wait or waited up to 10 seconds, i.e., poor inhibitory control (62%), and 

1 = waited for ≥11 seconds, i.e., good inhibitory control (38%). The cut-off was based on 

normative reaction times at 20 months of age indicating meaningful differentiation of inhibitory 

control abilities (i.e., waiting for 0 to 10 seconds was classified as not waiting).  

Cognitive abilities at 20 months. Early cognitive functioning was assessed with the 

Griffiths Mental Development Scale (GMDS; 24), a standardized developmental test 

administered by trained research pediatricians when children were 20 months of age (corrected 

for prematurity). The GMDS assesses five dimensions of mental development: locomotor, 

personal-social development, hearing and speech, hand/eye coordination, and performance. A 

total developmental quotient across the five domains was computed according to German norms 
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(24). Scores in the current sample ranged from 24-122 (M=101.7, SD=13.4). The GMDS has 

shown satisfactory reliability and good construct validity across different studies and cultures 

(25).  

Peer Relationship Indicators 

Peer acceptance. At age 6 and 8 years, children completed an adapted German version 

of the Pictorial Scale of Perceived Competence and Social Acceptance for Young Children (26), 

subscale Peer Acceptance. The scale contains six items (Supplemental Digital Content Table S4) 

that are presented via two pictures displaying a gender-matched child. Children pick the child to 

whom they are most similar and responses are coded on a four-point scale with greater values 

indicating higher acceptance. The six items are averaged into a Peer Acceptance index score (6). 

Internal consistency was acceptable (α = .70). Parents answered a parallel version of the items 

reformulated into questions. Internal consistency was good (α = .80). To form a comprehensive 

score of parent and child’s perspectives of the child’s peer acceptance, child and parent index 

scores were each z-standardized and then averaged into a Peer Acceptance z-score at 6 and 8 

years.  

 At 13 years of age, participants completed a measure adapted from Nicholls’ (27) work 

on self-concept of attainment. Adolescents were presented with a sheet of paper with 25 

vertically aligned schematic faces, with polarizing statements at the top and bottom of the faces. 

They were then asked to select the face best representing how closely they identified with the top 

versus the bottom statement. The face closest to the top statement had a score of 25, and the face 

closest to the bottom had a score of 1, with the middle face having a score of 13. The following 

were the statements with scores of 25 in the peer subscale of the questionnaire: (1) I make friends 

very easily, (2) I have many friends, (3) I am very popular with other children, (4) Other children 
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like me very much. On the opposite end were statements with a score of 1: (1) I find it hard to 

make friends, (2) I have few friends, (3) I am not popular with other children, (4) Other children 

do not like me. Items had acceptable internal consistency (α = .74) and were z-standardized and 

averaged to create a Peer Acceptance z-score at 13 years. At 26 years of age, participants rated 

themselves on two items parallel to and coded in the same way as those from the 13-year 

assessment: (1) I make friends easily, and (2) I am very popular with others. Items were z-

standardized and averaged to create a Peer Acceptance z-score at 26 years. 

Friendships. At 6 and 8 years, the semi-structured Friendship and Family Interview (6) 

was used to assess the nature of children’s friendships. Children were asked to name up to ten 

playmates or friends (siblings not included). These listed friends were summed into a Number of 

friends index score. The children were also asked to name their best friends. Whether the child 

had at least one best friend was coded as a binary variable (0 = no, 1 = yes).  To assess parents’ 

perceptions of their children’s friendships at 6 and 8 years of age, the structured Mannheimer 

Parent Interview (28), subsection Contact with peers, was administered. Parents were instructed 

to list up to eight friends. Parents were also asked whether the child had a best friend. All 

interviews were videotaped and double-rated by two psychologists. Interrater reliability was 

excellent with a Cohen kappa of > 0.95. The child and parent’s report of the number of friends 

were each z-standardized and then averaged into a Number of friends z-score. The child and 

parent’s report of whether there was a best friend were recoded, z-standardized, and averaged 

into a Best friend z-score. The Number of friends z-score and the Best friend z-score were then 

averaged to create at Friendships z-score at each age (6 and 8 years).  

At 13 years, adolescents and their parents were separately asked to indicate whether the 

child had at least one good friend, with the possible responses: 0 = certainly true, 1 = somewhat 
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true, 2 = not true. Answers for both parents and individuals’ reports were recoded, z-

standardized, and averaged into a Good friend z-score. Since individuals were not directly asked 

to list their friends in adolescence as they had at previous timepoints, their self-rating from 1 (I 

don’t have many friends) to 25 (I have many friends) was z-standardized and used as a proxy for 

Number of friends score. The score was then averaged with the Good friend z-score to create a 

Friendships z-score at 13 years. At 26 years, during a structured interview, participants were 

asked about their number of friends and whether they had at least one good friend. Responses on 

each item were z-standardized and averaged into a Friendships z-score at 26 years.  

Peer problems. During the 6- and 8-year assessments, parents completed the German 

version of the widely-used Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; 29). The social problems subscale 

of the CBCL contained six items (e.g., gets teased a lot, does not get along with other children) 

with the following possible responses: 0 = not true, 1 = somewhat or sometimes true, 2 = very or 

often true. Responses were averaged and z-standardized to construct a Peer Problems z-score at 

both ages (6 and 8 years).  

During the 13-year assessment, peer problems were assessed with parent and adolescent 

versions of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; 30) on which responses have the 

following options: 0 = not true, 1 = somewhat true, 2 = certainly true. For each version, 

responses to the following three items were averaged and z-standardized: (1) tends to be a loner, 

(2) is bullied by others, and (3) gets on better with adults than other children. The z-scores from 

parent and child reports were then averaged into a Peer Problems z-score at 13 years. At 26 

years, individuals completed the social problems subscale of the Young Adult Self Report 

(YASR; 31). Six items that paralleled those from the 6- and 8-year CBCL and were combined 

and z-standardized into a Peer Problems z-score at 26 years. Table S4 in the Supplemental 
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Digital Content provides details for all of the peer relationship indicators (i.e., Peer problems, 

Peer acceptance, Friendships). 

Statistical Analyses   

Preliminary and descriptive analyses were conducted using SPSS v.24 (IBM; Chicago, 

IL). Independent samples t-tests were performed to assess differences in Friendships, Peer 

Acceptance, and Peer Problems z-scores between the VP/VLBW and term-born groups at each 

timepoint. Subsequently, latent profile analyses were performed with Mplus v8 (Muthén & 

Muthén; Los Angeles, CA). Latent profile analysis (LPA) is a variant of latent class analysis 

(i.e., based on observed continuous rather than categorical variables) and is used to identify 

homogeneous subgroups within a sample through maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. For 

Peer Acceptance and Peer Problems, z-scores at the four timepoints were used as indicators of 

latent profiles. Due to lack of variation in the Friendships variable at the last timepoint (26 

years), only the three earlier timepoints could be used as indicators in the LPA for Friendships. 

Models with increasing numbers of subgroups or “classes” were estimated, and the Bayesian 

information criterion (BIC), Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), sample size adjusted BIC 

(ssBIC), and Consistent Akaike Information Criterion (CAIC) were used as goodness of fit and 

parsimony criteria, along with entropy values and interpretability, to select the best class 

solution. Lower BIC, AIC, ssBIC, and CAIC indicate a better model fit. Entropy values closer to 

1 indicate clearer delineation of classes. Cases were assigned to classes based on posterior 

probabilities. Finally, multinomial and binary logistic regressions were used to test predictors of 

class membership in two steps. In the first step, the effect of VP/VLBW status alone was tested. 

In the second step, the following predictors were included in addition to VP/VLBW status: child 
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sex, family SES, neonatal medical risk, good parent-infant relationship at 5 months, good 

inhibitory control at 20 months, and cognitive abilities at 20 months.  

 

RESULTS 

 Descriptive characteristics for the final sample are presented in Table 1. As expected, 

individuals in the VP/VLBW group had lower GA, lower birthweight, and higher neonatal 

medical risk scores than the term-born group. Additionally, there were greater proportions of 

good parent-infant relationships, good inhibitory control and higher cognitive abilities in the 

term-born group than the VP/VLBW group. At all timepoints, the VP/VLBW had lower peer 

acceptance and friendships z-scores and higher peer problems z-scores than the term-born group 

(Table S1 in Supplementary Digital Content). 

- Table 1 about here - 

Peer Acceptance 

 The LPA for peer acceptance (Figure 2A) supported a three-profile solution with lowest 

BIC (3824.06). Goodness of fit statistics for all latent profile models are shown in Table S5 in 

the Supplemental Digital Content. The average posterior probabilities of the final latent profile 

assignment were good (.86). 

–  Figure 2 about here  – 

The three profiles contain an “Average” peer acceptance trajectory (42% of the sample), a 

“Low” peer acceptance trajectory (41.6% of the sample) and an “Improving” peer acceptance 

trajectory (16.4% of the sample). The Average trajectory profile was comprised of individuals 

who had peer acceptance z-scores within half of a standard deviation from the mean across all 

timepoints. The Low trajectory profile was characterized by lower peer acceptance z-scores than 
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the average group that also appeared to decrease over time, particularly in adolescence. The 

Improving trajectory group was the smallest and included individuals with scores similar to the 

Average trajectory group in childhood, but whose scores improved significantly in adolescence 

and adulthood. 

Results of multinomial logistic regressions testing the effect of VP/VLBW status showed 

that being in the VP/VLBW group predicted increased odds of being in the Low peer acceptance 

trajectory (OR: 1.52 [CI: 1.01 - 2.29]) compared to the Average peer acceptance trajectory. 

However, when all predictors (i.e., VP/VLBW, sex, SES, neonatal medical risk, good parent-

infant relationship, good inhibitory control, and cognitive abilities) were included in the model, 

only cognitive abilities were significantly associated with trajectories. Specifically, higher 

cognitive abilities predicted decreased odds of being in the Low peer acceptance trajectory 

compared to the Average trajectory (OR: .97 [.95 - .99]; Table 2).   

–  Table 2 about here –  

Peer Problems  

The LPA for peer problems (Figure 2B) supported a two-profile solution with lowest BIC 

(4090.98) and highest entropy (.75). The average posterior probabilities of the final latent profile 

assignment were excellent (.93). The profiles depict a “High” peer problems trajectory (50% of 

the total sample) with z-scores above the mean across all timepoints, and a “Low” peer problems 

trajectory (50% of the total sample), with z-scores below the mean across all timepoints. Binary 

logistic regressions showed that being in the VP/VLBW group predicted decreased odds of being 

in the Low peer problems trajectory (OR: .44 [.30 - .65]). However, when all predictors were 

included in the model, VP/VLBW status was no longer significant. Instead, higher cognitive 
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abilities predicted increased odds of being in the Low peer problems trajectory (OR: 1.06 [1.04 - 

1.09]). Additionally, good parent-infant relationship at 5 months predicted increased odds of 

being in the Low peer problems trajectory (OR: 1.61 [1.03 - 2.50], Table 3).  

–  Table 3 about here –  

Friendships  

The LPA for friendships (Figure 2C) supported a three-profile solution (BIC: 1944.47, entropy = 

.77). The average posterior probabilities of the final latent profile assignment were good (.90). 

The three friendships profiles show an “Average” trajectory (56.4% of the sample), a “Low” 

trajectory (8% of the sample) and an “High” trajectory (35.6% of the sample). The Average 

friendships trajectory profile was comprised of individuals who had friendships z-scores close to 

the mean across all timepoints. The Low friendships trajectory profile was the smallest and was 

characterized by friendships z-scores that were similar to the average group at 6 years but 

decreased significantly at 8 years and even more in adolescence, then rose closer to (but still 

lower than) the average group in adulthood. The High trajectory group included individuals with 

scores that were slightly higher than the Average trajectory group at all timepoint  

Results of multinomial logistic regression showed that being in the VP/VLBW group 

predicted increased odds of being in the Low friendships trajectory (OR: 2.36 [1.09 - 5.13]) 

compared to the Average friendships trajectory. However, when all predictors were included in 

the model, only cognitive abilities were significantly associated with trajectories. Specifically, 

higher cognitive abilities predicted increased odds of being in the High friendships trajectory 

compared to the Average trajectory (OR: 1.03 [1.00 - 1.05]; Table 4).  

–  Table 4 about here –  
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Subgroup analyses testing trajectories for all peer relationship domains and predictors 

separately for the VP/VLBW and the term-born groups are described in the Appendix and results 

are presented in Tables S6 – S11 and Figure S1 in the Supplemental Digital Content.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 The current study explored trajectories across three domains of peer relationships from 

childhood to adulthood in VP/VLBW and term-born individuals. As hypothesized, better early 

cognitive abilities predicted more optimal trajectories in peer acceptance, peer problems, and 

friendships. Additionally, good early parenting predicted reduced peer problems trajectories. In 

contrast to our hypothesis, inhibitory control did not predict peer relationship trajectories. In line 

with previous literature, trajectories in peer problems appeared to be relatively stable from 

school-age to adulthood (32), whereas difficulties with peer acceptance and friendships were 

more dynamic and peaked in adolescence. These patterns contrast potential situational influences 

on friendships and peer acceptance (e.g., a new school) versus persistent peer problems that may 

reflect enduring behavioral or mental health issues (33,34). 

 Consistent with models of preterm individuals’ socioemotional development that 

highlight the role of biological vulnerability (11), our findings support the hypothesis that 

general cognitive problems may underlie social difficulties across multiple domains, including 

peer acceptance, peer problems and friendships. Studies suggest that poor cognitive abilities may 

contribute to negative social interactions (17). Moreover, a study of 6-12-year-old VP and term-

born children found that child IQ mediated the association between VP birth and socioemotional 

problems (33). In the same study, the association between low IQ and socioemotional problems 

was more pronounced in the VP than the term-born group. Consistent with this literature, our 
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study showed that general cognitive abilities as early as 20 months age predict peer relationships 

trajectories into adulthood, especially for VP/VLBW individuals (see subgroup analyses in the 

Supplemental Digital Content). The effect of VP/VLBW disappeared once cognitive ability was 

entered in logistic regression. This suggests that the effect of VP/VLBW on peer relationship 

trajectories may be mediated by low early cognitive ability. This is likely, given that low 

cognitive abilities detected in toddlerhood are highly stable in VP/VLBW children into 

adulthood but less so in term-born children (12). Indeed, a recent study (34) found that 

adolescents’ IQ mediated the effect of VP birth on their social problems. Given that the study 

also found that a latent factor representing cognitive control (tested in a separate model) was a 

stronger mediator than IQ (34), future work could also compare the contribution of specific 

versus general cognitive deficits to preterm individuals’ long-term social functioning. 

Moreover, these findings provide evidence that early environmental factors, such as 

parenting, may also have an important role in shaping trajectories, specifically in the peer 

problems domain. Consistent with studies reporting that more adaptive parenting is associated 

with preterm children’s higher social skills and socio-emotional regulation (7, 14), our study 

found that as early as 5 months of age, good parent-infant relationships predicted lower peer 

problems trajectories. Nonetheless, given that parenting strategies are actively influenced by 

children’s unique characteristics (15),  their transactional influence on parents’ behaviors should 

be acknowledged (13). For instance, mothers of preterm children have been shown, on average, 

not to be less sensitive than mothers of full-term children (35), but instead, appear to adapt their 

parenting strategies to their child’s cognitive status (16). Notably, our study found a significant 

effect of parent-infant relationships even while including child cognitive abilities in the model. 

Previous research has shown that parenting itself is related to higher cognitive scores (22). Thus, 
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future studies that consider transactional associations between child characteristics, such as 

cognitive abilities, and parenting behaviors are needed to help disentangle the complex 

mechanisms involving children’s inputs into their own social environments.  

In contrast to our hypothesis, inhibitory control was not associated with any of the 

outcomes tested. This was surprising, given that in a recent study, early inhibitory control 

partially mediated the relationship between GA and success with peers at 8 years of age (18). 

Inhibitory control is a modifiable factor that may improve throughout childhood, and even small 

increases in childhood self-control may confer long-term benefits (36). Thus, individual 

differences at later ages could be more closely related to long-term peer relationship trajectories 

than inhibitory control in toddlerhood.  

This study has many strengths. This is the first study to explore preterm individuals’ peer 

relationship trajectories across multiple domains from childhood to adulthood. Data was 

collected from a large, prospective, whole-population sample, followed longitudinally from birth 

to 26 years of age and assessed at multiple timepoints with an exceptional participant retention 

rate (Figure 1). Measures of peer relationships consisted of standardized instruments and in-

depth interviews that included both individuals’ self-perceptions and parents’ reports. Predictors 

were also measured with previously validated standardized behavioral observations, multiple 

informants, and standardized, pediatrician-administered developmental assessments.  

This study also has limitations. Improved neonatal care has substantially increased 

survival of preterm infants over the past decades, warranting replications with more recent 

cohorts. Nevertheless, in general, the long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes after preterm 

birth appear to be comparable, even in more recent samples. Loss to follow up may have resulted 

in biased estimates, but this concern is mitigated by the fact that the VP/VLBW participants did 
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not differ from VP/VLBW adults who dropped out in terms of gestational age, birthweight, 

duration of hospitalization, gender, maternal age, parental marital status, and childhood cognitive 

scores. Although our findings established early predictors of peer relationship trajectories into 

adulthood, we did not test more complex associations such as mediation and moderation. The 

subgroup analyses were exploratory, and analyses to test whether VP/VLBW status moderates 

predictors of peer trajectories were beyond the scope and statistical power of this paper. Thus, 

future studies may consider testing whether early cognitive abilities mediate the association 

between VP/VLBW and peer trajectories, as well as whether VP/VLBW status and good 

parenting moderate these links. Finally, although z-standardization is a useful technique to 

compare distributions around the group mean, it obscures information about an individual’s 

relative rank at different timepoints. Future studies that describe individual trajectories over time 

could shed light on this issue.  

In conclusion, the current study found evidence of early life predictors of peer 

relationship trajectories from childhood to early adulthood, thus providing new insights into the 

potential mechanisms of long-term social difficulties in preterm samples. These findings 

highlight the role of early biological and environmental factors in peer relationships from 

childhood to adulthood, indicating that both early parenting and toddlers’ cognitive abilities 

predict more adaptive peer relationships for VP/VLBW individuals. Given the importance of 

peer relationships for social development and mental health, health professionals could ask about 

friendships and peer relationships during routine follow-up assessments. Although not yet 

common in the health care field, this is a practice that adolescents endorse (37), and which could 

help identify lonely, excluded, and bullied children, for whom support material could be made 

available to help their situation (38).  Future research should continue to explore the impact of 
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preterm birth on social relationships, and the mechanisms through which early factors contribute 

to long-term social, emotional, and occupational functioning, with the aim of identifying 

appropriate follow up services and early interventions.  
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of participants throughout the study. 

 

Note: Participants were considered to have ‘sufficient peer data’ if they had complete data on 

any of the peer relationship domains for at least three of the four assessment timepoints. 

 

 

Figure 2. Mean z-scores for peer relationship trajectories in the full sample (N = 438)  

 


